THE PEDANT HUMAN GENOME DATABASE -FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION OF THE HUMAN GENOME
. In our approach we systematically extract all human genes, known and unknown, analyse them in a consistent manner to find out their (possible) function and refine the annotation manually if necessary. All informations are stored in a relational database that can be accessed via a web-based user interface.
METHOD.
Using the publicly available working draft assembly of the human genome[4], we identified the location of known and putative genes with the exclusive software from Softberry, Inc., Fgenesh++ [5] . In the initial analysis, known genes and mRNAs were mapped to the genomic sequence. Subsequently, an ab initio gene prediction was performed with the Fgenesh program on the remaining genomic sequences. Predicted proteins were compared to known proteins to refine the gene prediction. The quality of gene identification using this automatic procedure is similar to the quality obtained by manual gene modeling.
The Pedant-Pro Sequence Analysis Suite[6] from Biomax Informatics was used to perform a systematic, comprehensive, and consistent analysis for in-depth functional and structural characterization of the predicted proteome. This characterization includes functional class assignments according to the MIPS functional catalogue as well as assignment of EC numbers, PROSITE patterns, Pfam domains, and SCOP classifications. The software provides DNA and protein viewers for optimized visualization and navigation.
RESULTS.
The PEDANT Human Genome Database presented here is based on the 12 December 2000 working draft assembly of the human genome and contains over 44,000 genes. Using sequence similarity to the proteomes of A. thaliana and S. cerevisiae 33.3% of the proteins have been assigned to functional categories (see Fig. 1 ). In addition to the functional characterization, the Pedant-Pro software performs a series of further functional and structural analyses, like similarity searches, annotation of functional domains, assignment of keywords and EC number, transmembrane domains, etc. Report pages display all the important annotations for each protein,
